We examine the possibility of reformulating quantum theory (QT) as a deterministic ensemble theory which (a) interprets observables as objective properties of physical systems and (b) coincides with QT in all quantitative statements. As will be demonstrated, such an EnsembleQuantum-Theory (EQT) can only be constructed if (1) one accepts a modified observable-concept, and (2) as long as the theory of measurement is left out of account. A correct treatment of the measuring process is impossible within such an EQT. Consequently, there exist no HiddenVariable Theories with the properties (a) and (b).
Introduction
In this paper we examine the possibility of a deterministic reformulation of quantum theory (QT) which has the following features:
(a) Like in classical physics, the "observables" of a physical system should be interpretable as objective properties of the system, i.e. they should always have, independently of an eventual measurement, a definite value which can also be ascertained by a measurement; (b) the deterministic reformation should exactly reproduce all quantitative statements of QT; (c) the problem of the "reduction of the state operator", still not satisfactory solved, should find, in the frame of the theory considered, a simple, formal solution by basing the reduction of the state operator entirely on the revision of the statistical "macro-description" of the system required by the increase of formation provided by "reading the scale".
This problem originated in the
Differential-Space Quantum Theory (DSQ) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , an attempt by Wiener and Siegel to reformulate QT in analogy to statistical mechanics as a classical ensemble theory with the above properties: In DSQ every quantum state is represented by an ensemble of virtual sys- tems in dispersion-free micro-states in which every observable has a definite value. All micro-states evolve deterministicly, and an appropriate probability distribution ensures that the ensemble mean values coincide with the expectation values of QT for all observables. The reduction of the state operator at the end of a measurement results from the reduction of the ensemble corresponding to the increase of information by reading the scale and does not require an additional postulate inside DSQ.
Now, an analysis of DSQ 6 reveals serious discrepances between the physical ideas of this theory and its mathematical formalism so that not even the properties (a) and (b) can be considered as realized in DSQ. But since this "failure" of DSQ proves nothing about the possibility of such a theory, the problem remains whether an EnsembleQuantum-Theory (EQT) is possible which realizes the physical ideas of DSQ, in particular the features (a) to (c), while avoiding its deficiencies 7 . To solve this problem, one must first precisely formulate the physical concepts of such a "DSQ-like" EQT, and from these a formal system of axioms must be extracted establishing the mathematical structure of EQT as far as implied by the physical concepts. Finally, one must check whether this axiom system is free of contradictions.
This program was initiated in a previous paper 9 where we investigated the possibility to associate to every physical system a micro-state in which every observable has a definite and measurable value, and to represent all quantum states by Gibbsian ensembles of such micro-states. As has been shown by many authors 10~13 , this first step in developping an EQT already leads to a contradiction, if the observable-concept of QT is retained unchanged. Hence we introduced in 9 a new, more operative concept of observables 14 which takes more account of the measuring device:
According to QT, the state operator W2 resulting from an incomplete measurement of the first kind 16 is in general not uniquely determined by the value of the measured observable, but can also depend on the quantum state Wo of the object before the measurement 15, 17 . According as the coherence of the state vectors in the eigenspaces of the measured observable is destroyed by the measuring device, the former state Wo will leave more or less traces in the state operator Wo. In the ideal case of a strictly conservativ (A = a)-filter, the coherence in all eigenspaces of A is completely maintained, and Wo has the form here the coherence is completely destroyed in all eigenspaces and only the poor reading-mechanism makes the measuring device an A-instrument. Between these two extremes there are in principle instruments with an arbitrary separation-character 15 .
These considerations led us to the following new, weakened concept of an observable 9 :
An EQT-observable is, in general, not completely determined by an associated operator but can be characterized furthermore by the separationcharacter of the A-instrument. This "more detailed" observable-concept obviously also implies a new mathematical representation of the EQT-observables. Following the above considerations, we associate to every observable A exactly one pair (A, a) composed of the operator A, which QT also associates to the A-instrument, and of an A-finer 19 partition of unity 18 a which indicates the separationcharacter of the A-measuring device 20 . This new observable concept has important consequences: a) In the representation of EQT-observables there only occur operators with a discrete spectrum. QT-observables X with a more general range (like the position observable) are replaced in EQT by a family of discrete, coarser observables /(X) which, depending on the respective measuring device, conform to the actually measured quantity.
In the following, we consider the sets a as ordered in an arbitrary way; and since EQT confines itself to separable Hilbert spaces, we can presume Ka -{1,..., N) in case of | a | = N, and Kx -{1,2 ,...} = N in case of | a | = oo. 19 Let A be an arbitrary self-adjoint operator with the purely discrete spectrum a and the spectral representation A = 2 a Pa . A PU ct = {Qi\ ieKa.} is called A-finer, if ae a (y ie Ka) (3 a e a) Qi^Pa.
To each observable A with discrete range, we have accordingly in EQT two distinguished representations of the associated operator A: (1) the spectral representation A = 2 a Pa and (2) the separation-representation ae a A = a a (i) Qi; here a a is a surjective map of Ka. onto ieÄa the spectrum a with the property Qi ^ Pa^ a a (i) = a. 20 The expression "separation-character" (introduced in 15 for a more precise description of measurements of the first kind) might indicate that the new observableconcept is meaningful only for observables corresponding to measurements of the first kind. But this is not the case. With more general measurements, we also interpret the separation-character of an A-instrument as the extent to which subspaces of the eigenspaces of A are 1-1-correlated to orthogonal instrument-states (even if this correlation can only partially be recorded by the reading mechanism). Loosely speaking, a characterizes the extent to which the A-instrument measures more than it records. 
As was shown in 9 , the new observable-concept makes possible the representation of all macrostates by Gibbsian ensembles of virtual systems whose micro-states are uniquely determined by assigning a value to each EQT-observable.
Starting from that result, in the present paper we analyse the possibility of a complete EQT in which also the temporal evolution is treated and related to an appropriate motion of the ensemble elements. According to the two kinds of temporal change existing in QT 21 , we face two different problems:
(1) Can the continuous and uniquely determined evolution
of the state operator of a closed system (given by a continuous one-parameter group of unitary operators) be represented by a deterministic and continuous motion of the elements of the ^'-ensemble ? (2) Can the reduction of the state operator in the 21 J. v. NEUMANN, Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics, Princeton 1955. 22 By a proper observable we understand an observable that can take on at least two different values. In addition we introduce (as improper observables) the "absurd" observable 0 and the family c • 1 of "trivial" observables; we define that every improper observable is uniquely determined by the corresponding operator and is EQT-compatible with all observables.
quantum theory of measurement be explained by a reduction of the corresponding ensemble ?
To solve these problems we discuss in Sect. 2 all the physical ideas and hypotheses underlying the EQT. From these hypotheses, we then abstract an axiom system for the mathematical structure of EQT. In Sect. 3 and 4 we examine the compatibility of these axioms, arriving at the following results:
1. Every continuous evolution of a state operator in accordance with Eq. (1.4) can be represented by an invertible and continuous "phase-flow" of the ensemble elements in an appropriate state space.
2. On the other hand, it proves impossible within the scope of EQT to explain the reduction of a state operator by an ensemble-reduction.
The General Assumptions of EQT
In this section we shall compile all the postulates which a reformulation of QT must satify in order to realize in a consistent way the physical ideas of DSQ and, in particular, to show the features (a) to (c) of Sect. 1. To begin with, we repeat the general assumptions of DSQ as far as they make precise its physical concepts without anticipating their mathematical realisation. In contrast to DSQ, we presuppose however from the outset the new concepts of observables and macro-states 9 as sketched in the introduction.
(Po 1) To each physical system, a complex, separable Hilbert space Jf is associated and there exists a bijective map g of the set of all proper 22 observables of tl e system onto the set of all pairs (A, a) composed of the operator A which QT also associates to this observable, and of an .4-finer PUa. The map g satisfies the ralation
for all finite real functions /.
(Po 2) Every physical system is in a micro-state in which all observables have definite values 23 . The only possible values of an observable are the eigenvalues of the corresponding operator.
(Po 3) Every observable permits an exact measurement that ascertains the value of the observable existing before (and independent of) the measurement; and at least some proper observables permit measurements of the first kind that ascertain the observable-value without changing it.
(Po 4) The micro-states of a physical system change deterministicly; in particular, the evolution of the micro-states of a closed system (closed in the sense of QT) is uniquely determined by the structure of the system.
(Po 5) Every physical system allows a correspondance between its micro-states and the points of an appropriate metric space Q that makes Q a state-space. With this correspondance, the temporal evolution of a closed system induces a continuous "phase-flow" in Q.
(Po 6) The existence of incompatible observables limits the available knowledge about the micro-state of a system to the information contained in its macrostate. Accordingly, the EQT describes every macro-state by a Gibbsian ensemble of virtual systems in definite micro-states and derives the characteristic dispersions of the measurement results from the probability distribution of the ensemble elements.
(Po 7)
There exists a bijective map I) of the set of all macro-states on the set of all pairs (W, e) composed of the trace-operator 24 W, which QT also associates to this macro-state, and of a IF-finer PU e. The mean value of the observable A= g -1 (^4,a) in the macro-state W = fp 1 (W, e) is given by <A>w* = Tr (A W).
(Po 8) To every closed physical system a continuous one-parameter group {Ut\ te R} of unitary operators is associated, governing the temporal evolution of the macro-state (Wt, £t) by the for- A nonclosed system with negligible reaction on his environs is characterized by a two-parameter family {Ut.t' | t,t's R} of unitary operators (depending on external conditions) which determines the evolution of the macrostate {Wt, £t) by the analogous equations Wt=UtyWt, Uir, et = ut,t'{et') . (Po 9) While the evolution of an EQT-ensemble is uniquely determined, according to (Po 5), by the "phase-flow" of the ensemble elements, the temporal development of the corresponding macro-state is given by (Po 8). Hence the consistency of the EQT requires an exact coordination between both laws of evolution in order to make the equivalence between macro-states and ensembles time-independent.
These are the general postulates of DSQ, already modified through the introduction of the new observable-concept to make possible a consistent formulation of EQT.
In a previous paper 6 we have pointed out three decisive deficiencies of DSQ which must be avoided in EQT:
(1) To every macro-state, DSQ constructs a specific state space. This entails in particular that DSQ can not describe the temporal evolution of an ensemble as a continnous flow of the ensemble elements in one state space.
(2) The relation between the observable-values of a micro-state in DSQ differs critically from the observable-structure of physical systems in QT. Hence the ensemble elements of DSQ can not be interpreted as virtual copies of an original system.
(3) In the treatment of preparative measurements, DSQ arrives at quite a different result than QT. In the description of an ideal preparative measurement of the observable A = g-i(2 aPa,{Qi\iEKa}) ae a within QT, two phases can be distinguished 15 : (a) the proper interaction between object and instrument, which is represented by an unitary operator UM. in the Hilbert space of the composed system object & A-instrument and described by 26 2) and (b) the "pointer-reading" of the outcome A = b resulting in the reduction
(2-3) of the state operator W\.
In the description of the same measuring process in the frame of DSQ (or EQT) 3,6 two analogous phases can be distinguished: (a) the interaction between obiect and instrument causes a continuous motion of the * 3
elements of the Wo-ensemble and finally results in a Wi-ensemble, in the virtual composed systems of which the value of the object-observable A is fixed in the instrument; (b) the "pointer-reading" of the result A = b at3the original system induces a reduction of the >Vi-ensemble onto the subset of all ensemble elements with the property value of A -b.
In the frame of DSQ (or EQT), the subensemble resulting from this ensemble-reduction represents the macro-state of the original system after the measurement. For a quantitative agreement of DSQ (or EQT) and QT, it is therefore necessary and sufficient that the equivalence between ensemble and macrostate is preserved in both phases of the measuring process. But this is not the case in DSQ 6 . In order to exclude these deficiencies in EQT, one must impose, besides above postulates, some additional conditions on EQT. To avoid the first two defects, we introduced in 9 the following postulates: P (Po 10) The construction of the state space does not depend on the macro-state of the system.
(Po 11) The probability distribution of the elements of an EQT-ensemble is uniquely determined by the corresponding macro-state. for all finite real functions /.
For a correct description of the measuring process of the first kind in the frame of EQT, it is necessary that the reduction of the Wi-ensemble onto the subset of all ensemble elements with the property value of X = b yields a subensemble which is equivalent to the reduced state operator W2(b) given by QT. This leads to the last postulate: (Po 13) For all observables C of the composed system, the ensemble mean values of the reduced Wx-ensemble coincide with the expectation values Tr {CW2) of the reduced state operator W2.
Herewith we have compiled all the intended demands on EQT. In order to analyse the purely mathematical problem of compatibility of these postulates, it is advisable to leave their physical meaning completely out of consideration. Accordingly we construct in the following a formal axiom system which determines only the mathematical structure of EQT as far as is implied by the above postulates.
Axiom (I) To every complex separable Hilbert space Jf, a measurable space (Q, exists with the properties:
(la) To each pair (.4, a) composed of a self-adjoint operator A of Jf with discrete spectrum and of an A-finer PU a, a surjective immeasurable map A a : Q H-» a of Q onto the spectrum a of A can be associated.
(lb) The relation f(A^) = f(A) a holds for all maps A a and all finite real functions /.
(lc) To each pair (W, e) composed of a traceoperator W and of a IF-finer PU e, one can associate a probability /u s w on (Q, J?). (3c.l) Let {Ut | t e R} be an arbitrary one-parameter continuous group of unitary operators and let 3F be the Boolean algebra generated by all the sets of the form {x e Q | A*{x) = a} ; then the rela- Each model satisfying these four axioms can be interpreted as the mathematical formalism of a consistent EQT.
Axiom (2)

A Model Realizing the Axioms (1) to (3)
In the following we analyse the compatibility and independence of the axioms laid down in Sect. 2.
To begin with, we construct a model satisfying the axioms (1), (2) and we introduce the Boolean algebra and the a-algebra = CT^~< a>> generated by all the sets N y with r e Ky, ye (a.) .
Let P be an arbitrary elementary projection operator, Lp the eigenspace of P, f: C h> R 2 the usual representation of C as the "complex plane" and mL the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Then all the sets f (N y n LP) with r e Ky, y e <a> are concentric circular rings in R 2 and accordingly the function
is a probability on (H, ^<a>).
Next we choose at random a definite rule 29 which associates to every projection operator R + 0 a unique partition in elementary projection operators. The set Q consists of all maps x:A^->H, the images of which (i.e. the i-th component of the "point" x) are denoted by X{ or x(i). Obviously, the construct (3.5) satisfies axiom (lc 
) ieKa
Obviously, A 01 is a surjective map of Q onto the spectrum a of A and is uniquely determined by (A, a). All functions E y r are if-measurable by definition; hence all abservable-functions are, because of (V y E A) Ky c N , also J*?-measurable. Accordingly, the entities (Q, =£?) and A a satisfy axiom (la). By restricting its domain to H, an unitary operator U of Jf induces an isometric permutation of H, which we also denote by TJ. To every unitary operator TJ of Jf we now associate a transformation l(t/) in Q by the definition
Evidently, l(t7) is a permutation of Q for every TJ.
Finally we define the function
on Q x Q, ]j ... I standing for the norm in Jf. As one easily checks, d is a metric of Q.
Theorem 1: The axioms (1) to (3) (2), (3b) and (3c) is independent of the respective remainder of the axioms (1) to (3). 30 Lemma 2: In the model constructed above, all macro-states, observables and unitary operators satisfy the relations 30
, and From axiom (2), (3b) and lemma (2a) it follows:
= jA*{l(U)x)dp e w (3.10) £i = jluuur-1^d ju e w.
ß Hence in our model a complete symmetry exists between the Schrödinger-picture and the Heisenbergjpicture, in accord with QT.
Lemma (2 b) signifies that two observable-functions A x , B ß with <a> 4= </?> are independent random variables. But this fact prevents our model from satisfying axiom (4) even approximately: If we choose in axiom (4) (C,y) = (Pe x 1 ,y) with e g a, e 4= b, <y> 4= <1 X ä>, the left side of Eq. (2.5) yields the expression
Qi^Pe which can be made arbitrarily close to one by an appropriate choice of W. On the other hand, the right side of Eq. (2.5) yields
for arbitrary W because of Pe Pb = 0. The same result applies all the more to the model of the axioms (1) and (2) constructed in 9 , where two observable-functions A x , are already independent if a 4= ß.
The Complete Axiom System
As we will see, the invalidity of axiom (4) is not caused by the special measures constructed in the models of 9 and Sect. 3; but axiom (4) is incompatible with the other axioms. To see this, we add both sides of the equation 
adding the right sides of Eq. (2.6)*, we get 31 2 /4({lxi) lxi = a})Tr((7F2(a))
A comparison of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) finally gives the result
which is in general different from zero. So we arrive at
Theorem 2: The axioms (1), (2), (4a) and (4c) Whereas, according to axiom (2), the non-negative 34 function Cv vanishes //^-almost everywhere in Q, it is claimed by axiom (4) that Cv is greater than zero on a set of positive measure fi j^. So we arrive at the following conclusion: The reduction of the state-operator, introduced in QT as an independent postulate ,can not be explained by an ensemble-reduction in an EQT; accordingly, the idea of SIEGEL and WIENER 3 , to avoid the difficulties inherent in the quantum theory of measurement 35 by constructing an EQT, can not be realized. On the contrary: According to theorem 1, QT can be reformulated as an EQT only as far as QT can be considered to be without problems; and, significantly, the EQT breaks down exactly at the only point where it would be "superior" to QT, if the four axioms were compatible. In conclusion, we want to demonstrate that the assertion of theorem 2 remains valid also under much weaker assumptions:
a) The validity of theorem 2 does not depend on the special observable-concept of axiom (1), because the projection-postulate (1.3) (related to our new observable-concept) is not vital to the proof while the "parameters" y and £ do not even enter the proof of theorem 2 at all. Hence any other observable-concept complying with (Po 2) and (Po 12) (and adhering to the quantitative laws of QT) necessarily leads to the same result. b) Actually, one does not even need a measurement of the first kind to prove theorem 2, but it suffices to presuppose at least one measurement of the second kind. (In this case, axiom (4b) has to be abolished completely and the axioms (4a) and (4 c) must be weakened correspondingly by a more general expresison for I 7 2(&) 36 .) Even then, theo- 
Conclusions
In this paper we arrived at the following results:
(1) By an appropriate modification of the observable-concept, all quantum states can be represented by Gibbsian ensembles of virtual systems in dispersion-free micro-states which, having definite values for all EQT-observables, obey the (weaker) quantum ordering of EQT. Accordingly, these modified observables can be interpreted as objective properties of physical systems.
(2) Moreover, the continuous temporal evolution of the quantum states can be traced to a continuous and deterministic "phase-flow" of the ensemble elements in an appropriate state-space.
(3) On the other hand, every
Hidden-Variable Theory (HVT) with property (1) arrives in the description of preparative measurements at results different from QT.
Hence a consistent EQT is impossible. This result extends previous "impossibility-theorems 21 >37 > 38 > 10-13 for HVTs in so far as it excludes HVTs not covered by these theorems 39 . This extension became 39 In § 5 of 13 , Kochen and Specker considered the general case (including EQT) that QT-observables, in a HVT, can split into several new observables, and they tried to prove that this case, too, is already excluded by (Pol2) (corresponding to their Eq. (1.4)). But as is shown by theorem 2 of 9 or theorem 1 of the present paper, this assertion is wrong.
possible only by taking also the theory of measurement into account which supplies additional restrictions on HVTs exceeding the conditions on the observable-structure of micro-states or on the mean values of ensembles of micro-states (exclusively considered in the above cited papers).
As the above results show, every HVT either has to differ quantitatively from QT or must abandon the idea that observables are object-properties.
Appendixes
Proof of Theorem 1
To proof theorem 1, one must show that the entities Q, , A x , I and d defined in Sect. 3 satisfy the axioms (1), (2) and (3). In the construction of the probability spaces (Q, &, /u e w) and the observable-functions A x , we established already that they realize the axioms (la) and (lc).
In Eq. By construction, the class of all sets M* (r e ae/1) generates the <7-algebra and, according to Eq. (6.10), this generating system is invariant under all transformations 1 (U). Hence every map 1 (U) is measurable, which establishes axiom (3 a).
If ar = {Q[ r) | i e Kß), r = 1, n, are n arbitrary different PU's with <ai> = ... = <are> and if P is an arbitrary elementary projection operator, we find
